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Catherine description about herself:

“I have never felt a strong disciplinary affiliation...

...for much of this time worked in a research centre that branded itself as “interdisciplinary” but did little to reflect on what that meant or how that might impact on the developing careers of its staff. For these reasons, my own personal experience is inevitably interwoven with the findings. Perhaps I am now at a stage in my career where I feel less need to apologize for this.”
I am 36 years old and I feel the necessary support and assurance to clearly express what I consider myself to be:

A transdisciplinary researcher

Thank you Intrepid cost action

For helping me create pride and determination

So I suggest an ID and TD pride parade 😊
1st point – Continue the sharing and documentation of ID and TD profiles and achievements

- Let’s nurture learning and exchange places while continuously documenting and showing of.
- So Intrepid network needs to continue!
Breadth versus Depth

Inhabiting uncomfortable liminal spaces

What some ID and TD profiles are experts in doing is to provide holistic and systemic outcomes, processes, designs. So we need to focus on this, increase capacity and methods to this while documenting the empirical application of systems thinking, design and reflection.
2nd point – Does the creation of more learning and exchange space make sense?

• Example: We have the Td-net conference, which is great; but does the creation of an international research journal make sense?
Prevailing norms of discipline-based scholarship

Socialization between disciplines, between knowledge

Learning to Socialize

Perhaps could help reshape the norms in a less conflicting manner
How do we promote socialization between communities of ID and TD as well as disciplinary ones?

- through education at university level?
- by promoting interaction around common research topics?
- by creating spaces for discipline based communities in ID and TD exchange spaces (and vice versa)?
3rd point – Trust and collective actions need to be nurtured by dialogue

Should we increase socialization?
If yes, how do we increase socialization between disciplines, communities, specialist and generalists?